THE DNA OF
THE SHOWROOM
A comprehensive guide to understanding your own personality
and sales style as well as the personality of the showroom customer...

Foreword...
In many ways, brick and mortar retailers have a limited client
base, as there are only so many people who can walk into
a showroom on a given day. While marketing can certainly
increase those numbers, the final sale is still left to the
salesman or woman to close the deal, making it imperative to
capitalise on the visitors who do enter your showroom and
to ‘change the psychology of buying’ by moving a browsing
customer to a customer who purchases from you that day.
The DNA of the Showroom, published by Origin, is to support
our trade partners in showrooms up and down the country,
to help them build relationships with customers, improve sales
and grow their businesses.
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being able to quickly identify the personality of the customer.
How you talk to a customer, your tone and the information
you give them will depend on which personality type you
both fit into. Everyone’s DNA is different and there is no ‘one
size fits all’ solution when it comes to talking to customers.
The approach needs to be bespoke.
Using the techniques outlined in the report, we hope to give
those on the showroom floor a better understanding of
their own personality and that of their customers, to help
build trust, increase sales and improve levels of customer
service even further.

Working with one of the UK’s leading sales psychologists,
Bryan McCrae, we have identified a way that those working
in the industry can better communicate with customers. Not
just to clinch a sale, but to ensure that every customer leaves
the showroom with a smile, having bought a system that is
perfect for their individual style and needs.

We take pride in working closely alongside our fantastic trade
partners and believe that by understanding their business
objectives and supporting their growth, we can all thrive
together. By combining the expertise of Bryan McCrae with
our understanding of the trade and the end user, we hope to
be able to eliminate the outdated stereotype of the window
and door salesman.

The DNA of the Showroom centres on the importance of
understanding your own personality and sales style, as well as

Andrew Halsall
Managing Director of Origin Global
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Building A Rapport
with Customers...
Trade showrooms play a vital role in the decision making
process. In fact, according to Origin research, 71 per cent of
customers will visit more than one showroom before making a
final decision. As a result, showrooms and the sales teams within
them need to be at the top of their game.
Building trust with customers is one of the most important skills
a salesperson can have. The best salespeople aren’t driven
by closing the deal, but by making sure their customers leave
feeling confident that they have made the right choice.
It’s an area that still needs some work in the glass and glazing
industry. Origin’s research reveals that customers assume that
a trade showroom is a sales focussed environment, with overall
satisfaction scores reaching just 6 out of 10.
Only 40 per cent of UK showroom visitors fully trust the sales
staff. Being more focused on pushing for increased budgets
was the major downfall, with 37 per cent stating it was the main
factor in the lack of trust. Other factors that were highlighted
include visitors feeling as though they were not being listened to
(24 per cent), sales representatives appearing to be ‘Yes-Men’ (21
per cent), as well as appearing to be uninformed (20 per cent).
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So how can we improve?
The first step is recognising that no
two customers are the same.

The DNA of
the Customer...
People come in all shapes, sizes and personalities. It can be
tempting to assume that most people’s personalities are not
too different from our own and that they deal with life pretty
much the same way that we do. But we’ve all come across
people that we instantly and easily ‘click’ with, and those that
take a bit more time to warm to. This is the same when talking
to customers; some people are easier to talk to than others.
Often it is the differences in personalities that can explain what
is going on both personally and when at work. When selling,
whether that’s Origin Bi-folds, Doors, Windows and Blinds, or
other systems, the more you understand your own personality
and the faster and more accurately you can read your
customers’ personalities, the better you’ll become at selling.
Origin has a three-step process that will help identify your
showroom salesperson personality, the personality of
customers, and then adapt your approach for the best results.

Step 1.

Identify Your Showroom Personality...
There are four types of personality that trade partners most often adopt when speaking to customers on the
showroom floor. By answering a few short questions, you can find out which profile best suits your sales style.

1. WHEN A NEW CUSTOMER COMES INTO YOUR
SHOWROOM, YOU…

A. Go straight up to
them, shake hands, say
hello, tell them your
name, and talk to them
about how stylish Origin
Bi-folds are.

C. Observe them first,
then introduce yourself
and ask what specific
features they might be
most interested in.

B. Go straight up to
them, say hello, ask
what they are looking
for and when they
need it by.

D. Smile at them, give
them a few seconds
then stroll over and say
‘Hi, if you have any
questions, or need any
help, just ask’.

2. THEY SAY THEY ARE TRYING TO CHOOSE
BETWEEN TWO MAKES OF BI-FOLD DOOR FOR
A NEW EXTENSION. YOU….
A. Tell them that one
has a fantastic range of
colours, comes with a
20-year guarantee and
has finger safe, colour
matched gaskets.

B. Ask them what the
most important features
are for them. Then try to
persuade them that one
system meets their needs
better than the other.

C. Ask for a copy of their
plans so that you can
look at the design details
and advise them what
would work best.

D. Say that both products
are good and it comes
down to whichever they
like the look of best and
which manufacturer
or brand they trust.

3. THEY SAY THAT THEY QUITE LIKE A STYLE
OF WINDOW BUT WANT TO THINK ABOUT IT A
BIT MORE. YOU SAY….

A. Let’s see if we can
work something out
together now, that you
might want to say yes to.

B. Ask what it would
take for them to go
ahead today.

C. What is it specifically
that is making them
hesitate?

D. You fully
understand that they
don’t want to feel
rushed, so you’ll wait
to hear from them.

4. THEY SAY THAT THEY WOULD LIKE TO HAVE
A PARTICULAR BRAND OF BI-FOLD DOOR,
BUT IT’S TOO EXPENSIVE. YOU…

A. Say that the door
system is the best in the
business and show them
testimonials to prove it.

MOSTLY A’S

C. Show them the
20-year guarantee
certificate and explain
the extra value it will
add to their property.

B. Ask how much their
budget is and offer a
finance deal.

MOSTLY B’S

YOU SCORED

MOSTLY C’S

D. Ask how they feel
about each option,
putting aside the
cost for now.

MOSTLY D’S

YOU’RE…
THE FREE SPIRIT
THE NEGOTIATOR

THE DIPLOMAT
THE PERFECTIONIST
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There are four types of personality
that trade partners most often adopt
when speaking...

THE NEGOTIATOR...
The Negotiator is an assertive and often demanding
personality. From the outset, he takes control and will often
lead the conversation with customers. The Negotiator means
business when it comes to speaking to others, and is direct
in his approach – there’s no beating around the bush. He
is efficient and likes decisions to be made rapidly, based on
facts rather than feelings.
The Negotiator’s sales style is very much focussed on
clinching the deal, which means that at times, he can be
pushy with customers. His high levels of efficiency can
also lead him to be oblivious to others feelings. A great
negotiator, he knows what’s best for the customer, but this
can sometimes be to the detriment of how responsive he is
to their opinion.
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THE FREE SPIRIT...
The Free Spirit is hugely passionate about what he does and
the systems in his showroom. Driven by innovation and ideas,
he is enthusiastic and sometimes chaotic in his approach, and
expects decisions to be made instinctively by customers. He
likes attention and to receive praise.
The Free Spirit’s sales style is engaging, his optimism
contagious. A strong point is the ability to sell style and
innovation well. While unstructured and sometimes
disorganised, he has an abundance of energy on the
showroom floor. This can be both compelling and
exhausting, as he must be careful not to overload or
overwhelm customers with ideas.
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THE PERFECTIONIST...
The Perfectionist is methodical and organised, with a love
of simplicity. He strives on perfection and has a showroom
with not a bi-fold out of place. He is interested in facts and
figures, with advice given based on objective and thoughtful
calculations.
Perhaps not surprisingly, the Perfectionist’s sales style
is highly organised. As a result, he is regarded as being
reliable by customers. He’s particularly good at selling the
features and benefits of systems. Be careful not to get lost
in the detail though, focussing more on the product than
the customer can make the Perfectionist come across as
detached and cold. It can also slow down the pace of a sale.
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THE DIPLOMAT...
The Diplomat brings a feeling of zen to the showroom. She
is agreeable and will avoid any conflict at all costs. As the
name suggests, she likes to be diplomatic and accepted by
the customer. She seeks consensus decisions from those she
is speaking to and places a great importance on her own and
others feelings. She is a calm peacemaker, but this means she
can find negotiation stressful.
The Diplomat listens well to customers as part of her sales
style, often gaining their trust quickly. From the moment they
enter through the doors, she will put them at ease and make
them feel relaxed. The only drawback is she can be reluctant
to push for a sale and often gives into customer demands.
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Step 2.

Identify Your Customer’s Personality...
No two customers are the same, but that isn’t to say that they don’t have the same personality traits that can influence how
best to help them when in the showroom.
It’s important to meet your customer ‘where they are’. The best salespeople are chameleons; they are good at reading
people and adapting their own body language, dress, what they talk about and what they say to the preferences and
personality of the customer.
Whether a customer is bold and decisive or reserved and calculated should always change the way a good salesperson
handles the process. There are many signs that you can pick up from their body language, how they dress, what they talk
about and what they say.
Origin has identified the four most common types of showroom customer, with advice on how to act with each one.
Again, don’t forget that customers can display characteristics from different personality types.

THE BOLD BUYER...
Dress Sense:
This customer means business and is often a power dresser.

Body Language:
The bold buyer will make direct eye contact and be engaged
from the moment they walk through the door.

Talks about:
They’re interested in the cost, timescales and how to move the
process forward.

Conversation Style:
Business is the priority. They will be task focussed and want
a rapid solution.

Sample customer question:
“Hi. How much can I expect to pay for a 6-meter run of bi-fold
doors and can you do them to achieve a U-Value of 1.3? How
quickly can you supply them to me?”.

How to interact with a Bold Buyer...
Be assertive and match their body language, such as use of
eye contact or stance. The Bold Buyer is interested in getting
results. Be sure to discuss actions with them early on. Keep
the focus of your conversation on the most important facts
and figures. This customer personality wants to make a
decision fast, so get straight to the point and be prepared to
negotiate early on.
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THE SPONTANEOUS
SHOPPER...
Dress Sense:
This customer is often stylish and trendy.

Body Language:
The Spontaneous Shopper will be demonstrative and
expressive with their gestures.

Talks about:
They are driven by ideas and innovation.

Conversation Style:
Try to keep up because this customer talks fast and furious
because they’re excited about their project.

Sample customer question:
Hi there! Wow, I love the range of colours that these beautiful
doors come in, can you do them to match my exciting new
décor plans?”

How to interact with a Spontaneous Shopper...
Start by asking open questions to get a better idea of what
inspires them, as this will also give you an indication of the
features they’re most likely to want to know about so you can
find a point of agreement. The Spontaneous Shopper is fast
moving, so be sure to keep up the pace. Keep summarising
the conversation too, so they have the opportunity to take it all
in. Using other customer stories as inspiration also goes down
well with this personality type and helps them visualise their
end result. Finally, the Spontaneous Shopper can quickly go
‘off-piste’, so make sure you get commitment from them early
on in the conversation.
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THE MEASURED
MIND MAKER...
Dress Sense:
The Measured Mind Maker is usually formally dressed, with not
a hair out of place.

Body Language:
They are contained and controlled, sometimes reserved.

Talks about:
Facts and figures are what drives this customer.

Conversation Style:
This is measured and detailed.

Sample customer question:
“Good afternoon. I’m potentially interested in these bi-fold doors.
Do you have a set of specifications, options, prices and a colour
chart that I can take away please?”.

How to interact with a Measured Mind Maker..
The Measured Mind Maker knows their onions and has
probably spent a significant amount of time considering
the pros and cons of each system before stepping through
the showroom doors. They don’t want to be pushed into a
decision, but prefer to consider all the options before coming
to their own conclusion. Make sure you take your time to tell
them every detail. Give facts and figures, talking through the
specifics without exaggerating any of the benefits. Engage
with them by discussing their thoughts.
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THE CALM
CUSTOMER...
Dress Sense:
Informal and comfortable clothes.

Body Language:
The Calm Customer is very friendly and warm with their
body language.

Talks about:
They like to discuss feelings, their own and that of others.

Conversation Style:
This customer is engaging and empathetic.

Sample customer question:
“Hi, I’m wondering if you might be able to help. I’m feeling that
it might be time to replacing some old patio doors at my mums
house, as she says they are misting up, feel too heavy for her and
are sticking all the time.”

How to interact with a Spontaneous Shopper...
The Calm Customer is very relaxed when they come into
the showroom and engage most when you’re friendly and
welcoming. They don’t want to jump straight into the
nitty-gritty and much prefer spending time at the start of
the conversation talking about mutual interests. This will allow
you to seek common ground. Once you have bonded over
personal interests, the Calm Customer will value having your
assurance and opinion on systems. Be sure to talk about their
feelings towards manufacturers and styles.
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Step 3.

Adapting Your Sales Style to Suit the Customer...
The key to building trust and a rapport with customers is to adapt your personality to suit theirs. Every homeowner
that walks into the showroom will have a different set of expectations and a tick list of what they want to know.
The grid below outlines how you can adapt your sales style (identified in Step 1) to best suit the personality of the
customer (identified in Step 2). This supports your strengths whilst trying to soften any factor that might annoy or
upset our customer, based on our personality as well as theirs.

THE
SPONTANEOUS
SHOPPER

Be yourself
Look for steps
to agree on

THE
FREE SPIRIT

Look for a
quick close

Talk costs & value
Be business like

Be energetic &
upbeat

Let them
feel in charge

Be passionate

Be quick

Use testimonials

Be agreeable

Be spontaneous

Talk features &
benefits, ROI

Talk about
innovation
Put aside facts
& figures
Be less formal
Use testimonials

Be clear

THE
MEASURED
MIND MAKER

THE
CALM
CUSTOMER

Be measured

Be friendly

Take your time

Slow down

Action rather
than words

Be calm

Give details,
facts, figures
Stick to specifics
Ask what they think

Be informal

Ask for their
opinions
Talk accurate facts
& figures
Be organised

Share facts
about yourself
Be collaborative
Open about your
feelings

Expect to
negotiate the deal

Keep things simple

Ask how they feel
about…

Speed up

Be yourself

Be more relaxed

Avoid too much
detail

Avoid analysis
paralysis

Be diplomatic

Talk facts & figures

Keep the deal
moving

Avoid any conflict

Look for next steps

Show empathy

Agree timescales

Talk feelings
not facts

Be energetic

Talk about money
& value

Keep moving
toward the close

Be more
passionate

Be more
fast paced

Be professional

Admire their style
& tastes

Be action focused

Talk about them

Be polite

Be punctual &
reliable

Look for
quick closes

Keep up the pace

Ask 'feeling'
questions'

Be personable

Be demonstrative

Be more energetic

Be considerate

Go at their pace

Be ready to
close fast

Talk about
innovation
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Be direct

Compliment
their style

Be expressive

THE
DIPLOMAT

Calm down,
talk less

Talk features
& benefits

Give them
attention

THE
PERFECTIONIST

Realise they
want to be boss

Compliment
their tastes

Lavish attention

THE
NEGOTIATOR

THE
BOLD
BUYER

Be clear & direct
Talk about
costs & value
Expect to negotiate
Be ready to close
the deal quickly

Be friendly

Be yourself

Be detailed

Be open

Be organised

Talk about
we & us

Give them
time to think

Ask about feelings

Be reliable

Ask for the order

Agree a plan

Seek consensus

Conclusion...
Origin is proud to support its trade network of installers. The DNA of the Showroom report provides access to expert sales
advice from one of the UK’s leading sales psychologists, Bryan McCrae, which we hope will give them the sales advantage when
speaking to their customers.
The simple three step process isn’t designed to completely overhaul the trade’s approach, far from it. The report aims to simply
encourage us all to think objectively about the sales techniques we use. Asking whether there are factors of our personality that
we need to turn up or down, depending on the type of customer who walks through the door.

Actions to take to make sure you relate to customers in the best way possible;
• Pay attention to your customer the moment they come into the showroom and watch
how they behave.
• Listen carefully to what they say and how they say it.
• Adapt your greeting and opening question to them.
• Match their pace, energy levels and body language.
• Think about what you should focus on in the conversation – do you, for
example talk about colour, cost, specifications, safety or timescales?
• Ask yourself what might be driving their decision making – facts and
figures, status, cost, or style?
• Decide how best to move the conversation forward in a way that they
will be comfortable with.

Applying the process when talking to customers will improve customer relations, build trust and enhance the overall showroom
experience. After all, the more enjoyable the experience, the more likely customers are to also recommend you to family and friends.
We are looking forward to seeing the positive results this has on sales and business growth for our trade partners.
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Origin is the UK’s leading manufacturer of aluminium architectural solutions.
Now award winning and operating internationally, Origin began in 2001 as a family company
dedicated to the design, creation and manufacture of the UK’s best quality doors, backed
by uncompromising levels of service.
Cousins, Neil Ginger and Victoria Brocklesby, have since worked relentlessly to perfect
the design and functionality of bi-folding doors, and to create and maintain the highly
respected reputation for quality and service that they have today, while expanding the
range to include residential doors, windows and blinds.
As the business has continued to grow and diversify, the foundations of family ethos, pride
and ownership in all stages of production firmly remain.

Origin Global HQ,
Sands 10 Industrial Estate, Hillbottom Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire, HP12 4HS

Origin USA Inc.
771 Commerce Drive,
Venice, Florida, 34292

t 0808 168 5816
e info@origin-global.com
w www.origin-global.com

t 941-484-4970
e info@originbifolds.com
w www.originbifolds.com

Origin Northern Centre of Excellence,
Taurus Park, Europa Boulevard, Westbrook,
Warrington, Cheshire, WA5 7ZT

Origin Middle East and Africa,
Oryx Door Systems LLC, 6th Street,
Al Quoz 3, Dubai, PO Box 26659

t 01925 907 907
e enquiry@origin-global.com
w www.origin-global.com

t 971 4 3419447
e info@originuae.com
w www.originuae.com
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